: The seven avatar angles (AAs): volumetric reconstructions of a human with eye gaze directed at various angles. AAs are reported with angles to the avatar's left being negative. Above, left to right, these models show the avatar looking 45°, 30°, 15°, 0°, -15°, -30°and -45°.
INTRODUCTION
Volumetric capture is the creation of visual media content that can be explored with six degrees of freedom (6DoF), i.e. content that exhibits motion parallax when the user moves their head. While games and other computer generated imagery also allow 6DoF exploration, volumetric capture allows such content to be created without the need for prior or post-hoc 3D modelling, as the content is filmed from real-world performances in a similar way to video. This allows the creation of very realistic media. There are several technologies that allow this type of content to be created. In this work, a "free-viewpoint video" approach was used, using a reconstruction technique similar to [10] . In free-viewpoint video, a character performance is filmed from multiple perspectives simultaneously. These views are then reconstructed into an animated textured 3D mesh.
* andrew.macquarrie.13@ucl.ac.uk, a.steed@ucl.ac.uk Cinematic VR experiences, i.e. narrative-led VR, are starting to make use of volumetrically captured avatars (VCAs) (e.g. [27] ). These experiences allow users to explore with 6DoF while maintaining near-video-quality realism of character performances. Additionally, the use of classic film-production techniques may make this pipeline more accessible to producers who have extensive film experience.
An issue with volumetric performances is that once they are captured the content is fixed. Specifically, the VCA's eye-gaze is fixed in whatever direction the actor was looking during filming. For VCAs who address the user, this eye-line may be broken as soon as the user changes position. This may damage the illusion of reality, or give the impression the avatar is unintelligent or uninterested. This issue relates to dyadic or mutual gaze -when people assess to what extent someone appears to be looking at them.
It is also important to understand how well users can establish triadic gaze, i.e. eye gaze directed towards an object of shared attention. To create VCAs using free-viewpoint video techniques, characters are frequently filmed separately using green-screen, and then assembled together into a complete scene in software. This technique often relies on carefully planning the scene in advance, and affixing eye-line markers outside of the capture volume to provide actors with targets to look at during filming. As volumetric filming often relies on long takes due to restrictions on cuts in VR, ensuring actors hit these targets while standing in exactly the right position can be difficult. To establish if such production limitations will impact the experience, it is important to know how accurately users can detect triadic eye gaze when watching these performances in a VR display.
In this work, we explore how well participants can assess the eye-gaze direction of a VCA when viewed in a HMD. While vertical eye gaze may also be an important consideration for VCAs, here we explore only horizontal eye-gaze perception. A repeated measures experiment was conducted with 36 participants, in which participants repeatedly rotated a VCA to look at a target. The VCA's gaze direction and the target location were varied. As it was expected that the clarity of the VCA's eyes might also have an impact, participants completed the tasks in two HMDs with different resolution screens.
Contrary to expectations, the HMD resolution was not found to significantly impact accuracy. The task became significantly harder for target locations further away from the user, while the gaze direction of the avatar was also found to impact accuracy. Absolute error angles, used to measure accuracy, increased 2.5 fold from the best to worst performing condition. In contrast to real-world studies, eye-gaze direction was consistently misjudged by approximately 2019 IEEE Conference on Virtual Reality and 3D User Interfaces 23-27 March, Osaka, Japan 978-1-7281-1377-7/19/$31.00 ©2019 IEEE 10% based on target location, but not based on the avatar's head turn direction. We discuss the practical implications these unexpected results may have for volumetric VR content creation, and suggest that further investigation may help reveal details on the cognitive processes involved in eye-gaze understanding.
RELATED WORK

Volumetric Capture
Captured, near-photorealistic content that supports motion parallax can be achieved in a number of ways. Light-field capture, in which a dense grid of cameras capture content that allows 6DoF viewing within a constrained region, has existed for decades [24] . The technology continues to develop today, with commercial camera companies such as Lytro producing content with impressive fidelity [22] .
In this work, we use an alternative form of 3D capture called free-viewpoint video. Specifically, our content was filmed with Dimension Studio [12] . Dimension Studio are a Microsoft partner, and use a volumetric pipeline similar to that described in [10] . In this technique, a central performance is captured by a surrounding array of inward-facing RGB and infrared (IR) cameras which form a cylindrical shape. The space inside this cylinder is referred to as the "capture volume". Chroma key compositing, otherwise known as "green screen", is used in tandem with depth-from-stereo techniques to segment the performance from the background for every camera view. 3D reconstruction algorithms are then used to create a 3D mesh of the performance for every frame. This mesh is then textured using data from the RGB cameras.
To ensure repeatability, in the supplementary materials we provide the 3D reconstructed model for every direction the avatar looked in our experiment.
Assessment of Eye-Gaze Direction
A number of studies have investigated perception of eye-gaze direction. Almost all of these are based on three seminal papers from the 1960s. While different works use different terminology to refer to the participant assessing eye gaze and the person whose eye gaze is being assessed, we refer to them here as the "receiver" and the "sender" respectively.
In 1963, Gibson and Pick published an experiment that explored mutual gaze, i.e. gaze in which two people are looking at each other [17] . In their work, the receiver had to assess if they felt the sender was looking at them, while the sender looked at seven targets spaced 10cm apart horizontally across the bridge of the receiver's nose. The sender and the receiver were 2m apart. This was repeated with the sender's face facing forward, as well as turned left 30°and right 30°. Their results indicated that the head turn had a significant effect on where the receiver felt the user was looking, with the mean value (what they termed "common error" (CE)) being shifted in the direction of the head turn. They did not find a difference in acuity between head directions, as assessed by comparing standard deviations (SDs). Gibson and Pick assessed that, for dyadic gaze, humans can perceive 1mm differences in the position of the iris at a distance of 2m. This was considered to represent a "precision" (standard deviation of the responses for which the receiver felt they were being looked at) of 2.8° [6] .
In 1967, Cline performed experiments exploring human acuity in triadic gaze tasks, i.e. tasks in which the sender is looking at a mutually visible target not located by the receiver's eyes [9] . Triadic gaze is generally considered harder for humans to assess, perhaps because mutual gaze can be determined via symmetry in the eyes. Similarly to Gibson and Pick, Cline found that the direction of the sender's head created a shift in the CE. Unlike Gibson and Pick, however, Cline noted that an increased divergence between the sender's head and eye directions also lowered acuity, as assessed by an increase in SD values. The precision Cline reported has been assessed to be slightly better than that of Gibson and Pick, at 0.7°f or mutual gaze and 3.1°for triadic [6] . In Cline's work, the sender and the receiver were 1.22m apart.
The work of Anstis et al. in 1969 explored eye-gaze perception with no shared object of attention, i.e. the receiver could not see the target the sender was looking at [2] . Similarly to previous work, a CE was found based on the sender's head-turn direction. While there has been some disagreement in the literature about in which direction this CE shift occurs (for a review, see [28] ), we follow the conclusion of [28] and assume the shift in CE is in the direction of the sender's head turn. Anstis et al. found that users tended to overestimate the CE for triadic gaze, regardless of head turn.
Multiple other studies have improved our understanding of eyegaze perception. It has been shown that the same acuity is achieved for static stimuli as for stimuli in which the sender fixating the target was visible to the receiver [25, 38] . A study by Ellgring and Cranach indicated that the receiver could improve their accuracy with practice, with this effect being strongest for fixation points away from the receiver's face [14] . Mutual gaze perception was found to be asymmetric by Chen, with participants being less sensitive to eye contact when the sender looked below their eye than above or to the side of the eye [8] . Illumination conditions have been shown to impact the perceived orientation of the face, which may also impact eye-gaze assessment [40, 44] . While Anstis et al. argued that eye-gaze direction is determined by assessment of the discrepancy between the sender's iris/sclera configuration, others have cast doubt on this [25, 38] . Despite multiple studies investigating eye gaze assessment in humans, to our knowledge there is currently no accepted model that underpins how we interpret where a person is looking.
Eye Gaze in Telecommunication
Eye gaze is one of the most powerful non-verbal communication cues that humans use, and a number of social psychology researchers have explored gaze patterns during human interactions [3, 21] . These works have established that eye gaze is a rich communication tool, encompassing multiple functions such as controlling turn-taking during conversations, communicating emotion, providing feedback and establishing objects of mutual attention.
Eye contact has also been shown to be an important factor in mediated communications [43] . It has been suggested that eye gaze is important for inferring the hidden mental states of others [4] . Inaccurate eye-gaze portrayals have been shown to impact users ability to detect lies [37] and decrease trust [29, 32] .
While videoconferencing is increasingly popular, such communication mechanisms have been shown to offer poor spatial portrayals of eye-gaze [1, 41] . Significant work has been done on eye-gaze correction in videoconferencing (e.g. [19, 42, 45] ). Despite these works, correction of eye gaze in telecommunications remain uncommon in practice. This may indicate that these techniques do not yet fully facilitate natural eye-gaze communication.
Although this work does not use real-time volumetric capture, recent advances have shown that volumetric techniques are possible in real-time [30] . This opens up the possibility of using this technology for telecommunication, although currently this speed comes at the cost of fidelity. For use in telecommunications, volumetric reconstruction may offer an opportunity to communicate naturally using multiple non-verbal cues over large distances.
Eye Gaze in Virtual Reality
A number of papers have explored multiple factors around the impact of eye gaze in computer-generated avatars. Work by Cassell et al. explored the importance of eye-gaze direction in computergenerated conversational agents [7] . Realistic saccade behavior in avatars has been modeled using eye-tracking data [23, 26] . Studies have also shown the importance of eye-lid behavior, with blinks [39] and realistic lid saccades [35, 36] both improving realism.
Garau et al. explored how gaze is used to inform turn-taking during conversations with computer-generated avatars on screens and VR displays [15, 16] . In these works, avatars that exhibited human-like turn-taking behavior outperformed avatars with random eye gaze on metrics such as conversational involvement and avatar realism.
Roberts et al. compared collaborative VR against video conferencing for their ability to communicate eye gaze [33] . Avatars were computer generated in real time, with the avatar's eye direction being constructed using an eye tracker on the sender. They concluded that, while video conferencing can be configured to support eye gaze in constrained situations, VR allowed movement of the sender and receiver while maintaining gaze-based communication.
Pan et al. explored participant's ability to assess eye-gaze direction of a filmed human when presented on a situated display [31] . A flat and spherical display were compared. Their results indicated that a spherical display provided the best performance outside of the real-world condition. However, their displays were driven by 11 cameras arranged 15°apart around the sender, and no 3D reconstruction was used. The video feed from the camera closest to the receiver's position was displayed. As a result, the display did not fully support 6DoF viewing.
While these works explore the impact of eye gaze in VR settings, they all use either computer generated avatars or simple video feeds of the sender. Evaluation of the eye-gaze direction of volumetrically captured avatars has previously been investigated by Roberts et at. in their work "Estimating the Gaze of a Virtuality Human" [34] . In this work, participants rotated a volumetrically captured 3D reconstruction of a human until they felt he was looking at them. In this way, this experiment only explored mutual gaze. The avatar was displayed life-size on a screen in front of the participant. As motion tracking of the receiver's head was not used, however, this task does not support 6DoF viewing. It was argued that, as the avatar was displayed on a flat screen, the Mona Lisa effect would mean participant's impression of where the avatar was looking would not be impacted by their movement. The Mona Lisa effect, in which the gaze of a human in a painting or photograph appears to follow you around the room, occurs because the viewer's perspective of the painting does not update the painting's viewport. This is somewhat similar to looking at a character on TV, so arguably does not represent how humans will perceive eye-gaze direction in VR contexts, as the viewport of the VR display updates as the user moves.
METHOD
As discussed in section 1, VCA performances are currently fixed at the point of filming. Due to the issues associated with using eye-line targets during filming discussed in section 1, it is important to develop an understanding of HMD users' ability to assess the eye-gaze direction of VCAs. The impact of the display in use is also important, as these experiences are often consumed on HMDs where limited resolutions may impact a user's ability to judge eye-gaze direction.
To explore the perception of eye gaze in HMDs, a repeated measures experiment was conducted. An avatar was created using volumetric reconstruction, as discussed in the section 3.3. Participants were asked to rotate this avatar using a hand controller until they felt it was looking at a target. The target was represented as a yellow cylinder, floating at eye-height 1m away from the avatar. The experiment explored the relationship between the location of the target, the angle of the VCA's gaze direction, and the resolution of the HMD.
Subjects
The study was approved by the UCL Research Ethics Committee (project ID 4547/012). All participants were recruited via a participant pool website. A total of 37 participants took part, although data from one was excluded due to issues with depth perception. Of the remaining 36 participants, 18 were male and 18 female. The mean age of participants was 29.4 (SD=10.3). All participants selfassessed as having normal or corrected to normal vision.
Independent Variables
Head-Mounted Display
Previous work has indicated that the perception of eye gaze in humans is highly accurate (e.g. [9, 17] ). To achieve this level of accuracy, it has been argued that humans must rely on the perception of tiny differences in the location of the iris. For example, Cline proposed that at a distance of 1.22m, participants were able to discern a 0.18mm displacement of the iris during dyadic gaze perception (an angle of 0.01°from the receiver's position) [9] . The requirement of accurate representations of the iris indicated that the resolution of the HMD may impact the assessment of eye gaze in these displays. To explore the impact of HMD resolution on gaze perception, the task was performed in two HMDs with different resolutions.
The Vive and the Vive Pro were chosen as these two devices can be considered functionally equivalent in many regards outside of the screen resolution. As the names of these two devices is similar and could lead to confusion, we refer to them throughout as the "Regular Vive" (REG) and the "Vive Pro" (PRO). The REG has a resolution of 2160x1200 (448 PPI) while the PRO has a resolution of 2880x1600 (615 PPI). At a distance of 2m from the participant, each of the avatar's eyes subtends approximately 0.86°horizontally. We calculate that the 3cm by 1cm area around each of the eyes will be displayed using approximately 55 pixels in the REG and 100 pixels in the PRO. As the PRO is backwards compatible with the tracking system and input controllers of the REG, these aspects of the two devices can be considered similar. The lighthouse tracking system version 1.0 was used for both HMDs. The left and right hand controllers of a pair of REG controllers were each paired to one of the two HMDs; as the controllers are ambidextrous, this did not present any usability issues. The optical systems of both devices are also similar, with both providing a 110°field-of-view using Fresnel lenses. As audio was not required for the task, the built-in headphones of the PRO were removed.
The major remaining difference between the two HMDs is the design of the head strap, with the PRO allowing users to adjust the fit more easily themselves using an adjustment dial on the back of the device. This difference should be considered, as the ease of use of the PRO allows users to ensure a good fit, and therefore perhaps a sharper image. Care was taken during the fitting of both HMDs, however, to ensure participants were comfortable and that the image quality was good. This process is described in section 3.5.
Avatar Angle
To explore the impact of the angle of eye gaze with respect to the avatar, several models were used with the avatar looking at equally spaced targets. We call these the avatar angles (AAs), as they represent the different angles the avatar was looking. The following AAs were used: -45°, -30°, -15°, 0°, 15°, 30°and 45°. An image showing the seven AAs is shown in Figure 1 .
Target Angle
Separate from the angle of the eye-gaze direction of the avatar, the location of the target participants were asked to rotate the avatar to look at also varied in position. Targets were placed at -60°, -45°, -30°, -15°, 0°, 15°, 30°, 45°and 60°with respect to the avatar. We refer to these as the target angles (TAs). To reduce the impact of differences in the convergence mismatch -discussed further in section 3.3 below -target locations remained at a constant 1m distance from the point between the avatar's eyes. TAs are reported such that negative angles are to the participant's left, as shown in Figure 2 . 
Stimuli
Volumetric reconstruction was used to create 3D models from a captured performance. The reconstruction methods used were similar to those described in [10] . A professional actor was hired for the capture, who was paid for his time and rights to the resulting media. Our actor self-reported as having balanced eyes (e.g. no strabismus). To ensure repeatability of our experiment, in the supplementary material we provide the 3D model and reconstructed eye-gaze ray for each AA model. Images of the avatar model looking to each of the AAs is shown in Figure 1 . Although a volumetric video was reconstructed, we only presented frames of this video to participants (i.e. the stimuli were static).
During filming, gaze targets were placed on the wall of the studio just outside the capture volume. This is a limitation of the capture technology, as placing targets inside the volume may obscure camera views of the actor. The gaze targets were all approximately 3.5m from the actor during filming, while the virtual targets were 1m from the avatar. As the overall gaze direction may be being triangulated from the direction of the left and right eyes, this does introduce the possibility that the results are impacted by this convergence mismatch. However due to the large baselines involved between the eyes and the targets, and the relatively small distance between the eyes, the impact of this issue on the angular metrics is likely to be small. We discuss the implications of this mismatch in section 4.4.
Hypotheses
We explore two properties related to the error angle. First, we explore the mean error angle. It might be expected that mean error angles would sit around 0°, indicating that participant answers were evenly distributed around the correct value. Previous work, however, has indicated that guesses are often shifted in a consistent direction, leading to a non-zero mean (e.g. [9] ). As a result, the mean of error angles is frequently referred to as the "common error" (CE), a convention that we follow here.
Secondly, we examine the absolute error angle. In previous work, the absolute error angle was taken to indicate accuracy, as higher absolute error angles indicate participants were less able to perceive where the avatar was looking [34] . We propose the following hypotheses for these metrics in regards to the independent variables:
HMD Condition
It is expected that a higher resolution display will lead to an improvement in task accuracy, as improved detail in the eye is expected to lead to an improved ability to perceive eye-gaze direction. We calculate that the 3cm by 1cm area around each of the avatar's eyes will, at a distance of 2m, be displayed using approximately 55 pixels in the REG and 100 pixels in the PRO. The model texture for the same area is approximately 1925 pixels. H1: Increased HMD resolution will lead to improved accuracy in task performance, measured by absolute error angles.
Target Angle
In line with previous findings [9] , we expect the CE to be 0°for all TAs. Although Anstis et al. found an overestimation of CE based on TA [2] , this was for targets that were not visible to the receiver, and therefore represents a different scenario. H2: CE will be 0°for all TAs.
Previous work has shown that humans are better at assessing gaze for targets closer to their eyes, e.g. Cline showed that accuracy decreased as TA increased [9] . We expect task difficulty to increase as TAs diverge from 0°. H3: Gaze perception accuracy will decrease as TAs diverge from 0°, measured by absolute error angle.
Avatar Angle
As indicated in previous studies (e.g. [2, 9] ), it is expected that the CE will be influenced by the head-turn direction of the avatar, which in our case is always in the direction of the avatar's eye gaze. As a result, we expect to see a CE in error angle that is pulled in the direction of the head turn, i.e. negative for AAs greater than 0°, and positive for AAs below 0°. The direction of all angle types is shown in Figure 2 . H4: CE will show an overshoot effect in the direction of the avatar's head turn.
Similarly to what Cline described [9], we expect that task difficulty will increase as the AA moves away from 0°, as the gaze and head directions diverge more strongly. H5: Gaze perception accuracy will decrease as AAs diverge from 0°, measured by absolute error angle.
Procedure
Participants were asked to read an information sheet and complete a consent form and pre-experiment questionnaire. Details in the information sheet relating to simulator sickness and their right to stop at any time were then reinforced verbally. The task was then explained to participants, and the input controller demonstrated.
Participants were then asked to stand in a marked spot on the floor, facing in a specific direction. SteamVR was calibrated so standing in the given spot meant all participants were in the same position and orientation, centered within the SteamVR welcome menu. Participants were then given the first of the two HMDs, with the order of exposure to the PRO and the REG being counterbalanced through oscillation between subjects. Participants put on the first HMD, and were given the hand controller. Both HMDs were driven by the same desktop PC running Windows 10. The PC had a 3.4GHz Intel i7-6700 CPU, 32GB of RAM, and a NVIDIA GeForce GTX 980 graphics card. The software was implemented using version 2017.4.2f2 of the Unity game engine. This setup achieved a consistent frame rate of 90FPS.
Once participants had put on the first HMD, they were then asked to read the text in front of them in the SteamVR welcome menu. They were asked to comment on the clarity of the text, and if it was blurry were given advice about how to adjust the HMD location on the face to improve focus.
Both HMDs presented the environment stereoscopically. The interpupillary distance (IPD) of the REG was set to 64.5mm, while due to a setup error, the IPD of the PRO was set to 63.8mm. Participants were told that they were allowed to move their head from side to side, or even up and down, in order to help them identify the Figure 3 : Image of the experimental task. The user was asked to rotate the avatar until they believed he was looking at the target, represented as a yellow cylinder floating at eye height. In the above image, the TA is -60°and the AA is -15°. position of the target or to improve their understanding of the scene. Participants were told, however, not take any steps in any direction. The position of the HMD was recorded throughout the experiment.
On initialization, participants were asked to stand in a neutral position facing forward. When the software loaded, the HMD in the virtual scene was positioned to be at exactly eye level with the avatar, regardless of the height of the participant. This meant that the floor level of the virtual scene was not always consistent with the physical floor level. The avatar height was 1.73m.
Participants first started in a training scene, to allow them to experience the task and get used to the control mechanism. The training scene was identical to the experimental scene. An image of the training scene is shown in Figure 3 . On the input controller, participants pushed down on the trackpad on one side to rotate the avatar one way, and on the other side of the trackpad to rotate the avatar the other way. Participants were only able to rotate the avatar on the horizontal axis. The avatar rotated around the point between its eyes for all AA models.
When the subject believed the avatar was looking at the target they pulled the trigger on the hand controller. This answer was recorded by the system. The target was represented as a yellow cylinder floating at eye height, 1m from the avatar, as shown in Figure 3 . Once the system had recorded the participant's answer, the avatar was instantly rotated to a randomly selected rotation from -50°to +50°, the target moved to a new TA, and the avatar model swapped for the next AA. Once the user had completed approximately three such tasks, and the experimenter was convinced the participant had a strong idea of how the task worked, the training session was ended. The participant remained in the HMD, and the experimental environment was loaded.
Participants then worked through all of the presented tasks. Each task represents a possible combination of the AAs and TAs. As there were seven AAs and nine TAs, this resulted in a total of 63 combinations. These combinations were presented in a randomized order. In all cases, the yellow cylinder representing the target was 1m from the avatar, and the distance between the avatar and the subject was 2m.
Once a participant had completed all 63 tasks in a given HMD, they were asked to remove the display. The experimenter checked that the participant was feeling well, and that they were experiencing no ill-effects from the display. No participants indicated any illeffects. They were then asked to put on the second HMD, and the same procedure for adjusting the HMD was followed. Participants completed the tasks again in a randomized order, resulting in a total of 126 answers for both displays. Once all tasks were completed the HMD was removed. Participants then answered some interview style questions on the experience. Participants were then debriefed, paid £10 for taking part and dismissed.
Method of Analysis
In line with previous work, we explore both the common error (CE) and task difficulty. The CE represents the overshoot effect established in the literature, and is indicated by a shift of the mean error angle away from 0°. Task difficulty, as in previous work (e.g. [18, 34] ), was measured using the mean of absolute error angles.
RESULTS
A mixed models analysis of the data was explored. However, the errors did not have constant variance, as assessed by visual inspection of a plot of residuals versus predicted values. This may be caused by large differences in error angle variation between levels for certain independent variables. Attempts to transform the data did not adjust for this issue.
As a result, the data was analyzed using simpler analysis techniques. To facilitate these analysis techniques, data was aggregated over IVs using mean values. For example, when exploring the impact of the HMD resolution, error angles were aggregated across AAs and TAs.
Head-Mounted Display Resolution
Common Error
It was expected that any impact from the HMD on CE would be symmetric across the 0°AA. This was expected as any overshoot effects were expected to appear equally on both sides, i.e. an overshoot effect for an AA of -30°would appear in the opposite direction for an AA of 30°. However, examining a barchart of error angles across AAs, this did not appear to be the case. As shown in Figure 4 , the CE appears to have been consistently pulled further anti-clockwise in the PRO HMD, while the effect is less strong and frequently in the opposite direction in the REG HMD.
Absolute Error
To evaluate how difficult participants found the task, analysis was performed on the absolute error angle. The data contained an outlier, as assessed by visual inspection of the boxplot. As a result, the nonparametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used.
Data are medians unless otherwise stated. Of the 36 participants, the PRO HMD elicited an improved (decreased) absolute error angle in 20 participants compared to the REG HMD. The difference scores were symmetrically distributed, as assessed by a histogram. A Wilcoxon signed-rank test determined that there was not a statistically significant median decrease in absolute error angle (-0.439°) when subjects wore the PRO HMD (8.417°) compared to the REG HMD (9.259°), z = -.935, p = .350.
Target Angle
Common Error
There were outliers in the data, as assessed by inspection of a boxplot. As a result, the nonparametric Friedman test was used.
A Friedman test was run to determine if there were differences in CE between TAs. Pairwise comparisons were performed with a Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons. CE was statistically significantly different at the different TAs, χ 2 (8) = 127.422, p < .0005. Due to the large number of levels of TAs, the median values and post hoc results are shown in Table 1 . The mean values for error angle by TA are shown graphically in Figure 5 .
Absolute Error
A Friedman test was run to determine if there were differences in absolute error between TAs. Pairwise comparisons were performed with a Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons. Absolute error was statistically significantly different at the different TAs, χ 2 (8) = 146.170, p < .0005. Due to the large number of TAs, the Table 2 . The mean of absolute error values by TA is shown graphically in Figure 6 .
Avatar Angle
Common Error
A Friedman test was run to determine if there were differences in CE between AAs. CE was not statistically significantly different at the different AAs, χ 2 (6) = 7.516, p=.276. A histogram of CE across different AAs is shown in Figure 4. 
Absolute Error
A Friedman test was run to determine if there were differences in absolute error between AAs. Pairwise comparisons were performed with a Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons. Absolute error was statistically significantly different at the different AAs, χ 2 (6) = 93.369, p < .0005. Due to the large number of levels of AAs, the median values and post hoc results are shown in Table 3 . Absolute error angles by AA are shown graphically in Figure 7 .
Qualitative Feedback
Some participants commented on the realism of the avatar. For most, they enjoyed this realism, although one participant found it unsettling: "He's creepy... it's a little too real" [p. 17] . This may have been due to the static nature of our avatar, with the same participant commenting, "I keep thinking he's going to give me a jump scare."
Eye gaze may play an important role in making these characters appear life-like. One participant noted that the avatar "looked distracted" [p. 27], while another commented, "his gaze was a bit off... a bit spacey, like he was daydreaming" [p. 33] . This may be the result of the convergence mismatch, in which the actor looked at a physical target during filming that was at a different distance from the virtual target in the experiment. Ensuring convincing eye-gaze behavior may be critical for making these performances enjoyable, however. One participant commented that "[the avatar] looked fake when he wasn't looking at it [the target]. When he was looking at it he looked alive, not dead" [p. 29].
DISCUSSION
Head-Mounted Display Resolution
The results indicate that the HMD did not have effect on how difficult participants found the task, as the absolute error angle between devices did not change significantly. This was in contrast to our expectation, as it was hypothesised (H1) that improved fidelity would improve participants' ability to perceive the gaze of the avatar.
It is important to note that, in this experiment, we have only checked one distance of the user from the avatar. This was due to indications from a pilot study that changing the distance between the user and the avatar might have lead to learning effects. In a pilot study, 10 participants performed a task similar to that described in section 3. In contrast to the final study, the pilot study used only three AAs (-30°, 0°, 30°), while the distance between the participant and the avatar was also varied (1m, 2m, 3m). Identical TAs were used. In the pilot study, there appeared to be a strong learning effect between HMDs. We concluded that this was likely caused by the low number of AAs used, and the fact that the distance to the avatar varied. By bringing the user closer to the avatar, participants were able to get a better view of the avatar's eyes, and therefore potentially learn where the eyes of each model were looking. With only three AA models shown, it may have become obvious over time which was being viewed.
To decrease the likelihood of learning effects, we increased the number of AA to seven, and removed the distance between the user and the avatar as an IV. A distance of 2m between the avatar and the user was chosen as it was the mid-point in the distances used in the pilot. The difference in resolution between the two HMDs under test, however, does not appear to have impacted accuracy with participants positioned 2m from the avatar.
The impact of the HMD on the CE is difficult to account for. It could be hypothesized that increased fidelity in the eyes may impact CE as a clearer view of the eyes may have impacted the overshoot effects reported in previous studies on eye gaze. However, any such impact would have been expected to affected the CE symmetrically, e.g. an overshoot to the left should have resulted in an equally large overshoot to the right.
Despite this, the HMD condition appears to have had an effect on CE, with participants consistently providing answers in the PRO that moved the CE to their right in comparison to their answer in the REG HMD. This effect can be seen in Figure 4 . While issues around resolution, focus, lens calibration and IPD have all been considered, each of these would likely have resulted in an effect that was equally balanced. While the software executable run for both HMDs was the same, it is possible that underlying differences in the hardware or SDKs may be responsible. It is possible that there are other factors at play that we have not accounted for.
Target Angle
Target angle had a significant effect on both CE and task difficulty. For CE, the effect is shown in Figure 5 . Error angles are positive in the anticlockwise direction, as shown in Figure 2 . For targets to the participants left (negative TAs), the mean answer was positive. This effect was symmetric across the 0°TA. This means that participants tended to believe the avatar was looking at the target when he was actually looking closer to the participant.
This finding is not consistent with H2, which hypothesized that the CE would be 0°for all TAs. This finding may relate specifically to performing these tasks in VR. Previous work has consistently shown that users tend to underestimate distances in VR (e.g. [11] ). A recent study has shown that while underperception of distance may be less of an issue in modern HMDs such as the Vive, the effect is still present [20] . As performing the experimental task correctly also requires the user to evaluate their distance from the target in question, there may be an interplay between assessing the avatar's eye gaze direction and evaluating the target position. As our results indicate that the user tended to record the eye gaze at a position closer to themselves, this is consistent with VR's tendency to cause underestimations of distance. This might have important implications for volumetric content, as creators may need to consider how to present eye gaze in a way that is convincing rather than correct. Conversely, eye gaze might be useful to help VR users more accurately resolve object locations.
As shown in Figure 5 , the trend of error angles does not hold up for target angles -15°, 0°and 15°. This may be caused by the experimental design. It was decided that the virtual target would be positioned directly in the avatar's eye line. The user was placed at exactly eye-level with the avatar. This meant that, for a TA of 0°, the target partially obscured the avatar's face. It was expected that participants would lean slightly to correct for this, but during trials this was not always the case. For TAs -15°and 15°, targets were close enough that the user could lean to create near-dyadic gaze, which can also partially obscure the avatar's face. Participants did this often. This may account for results that do not fit the trend for TAs near the user.
The TA had a significant effect on how difficult the task was, with targets further from 0°having larger absolute error values. This finding is consistent with H3. This indicates that content creators need to be more careful about ensuring eye lines are correct when the object of interest is closer to the user, and indeed it may be possible to sacrifice accuracy for distant objects to ensure correctness for nearer ones, for example by subtly rotating the VCA.
Avatar Angle
Avatar angle was not found to have a significant effect on CE, indicating that participants did not exhibit any overshoot effects as suggested in the literature. This finding is not consistent with H4, which hypothesized that the CE would overshoot the target in the direction of the head turn, as shown in Figure 4 .
As the model by which humans judge gaze direction is not fully understood, there are multiple factors that may have contributed to this difference from previous real-world studies. Aspects such as the repeated exposure to identical stimuli, the resolution of the HMDs, and depth perception in VR displays are all possible areas for further investigation. Such investigations may even help us understand the underlying model by which humans interpret gaze direction.
The AA was found to significantly impact accuracy levels, as assessed using absolute error angles. This was consistent with H5.
Comparisons with Other Works
While Cline found no impact on CE from TA [9] , our results indicate CE is shifted closer to the user as TAs diverge from 0°. This is in direct contrast to Anstis et al., who instead found an overestimation effect [2] . Real-world studies have indicated a significant effect from AA on CE. This effect was not present in our data, indicating that HMDs may provide an opportunity to further study human perception of gaze direction. In our study, AA and TA both had a similar effect on accuracy to that found in previous work.
As study designs and reporting differ, drawing precise comparisons to other works is difficult. Here we draw some broad parallels, however, with the caveat that these must be treated with caution. We only list horizontal gaze results. Cline found an accuracy of 0.7°f or dyadic and 3.2°for triadic gaze perception, similar to Bock et al. who found a triadic accuracy of 2.3° [6] . Gibson and Pick found a dyadic accuracy of 2.8° [6] , while Roberts et al. reported between 3.8°and 5.9°for different AAs [34] . Our accuracy results ranged from 5.17°for a TA of 0°, up to 12.86°for a TA of -60°.
Limitations
In this study, we have only explored triadic gaze. While in the 0°T A condition the VCA is directed to look at the user's start location, the task requires the participant to direct the VCA's gaze at a target between them, and hence does not correspond to mutual gaze. Such an investigation would be highly valuable, as mutual gaze represents one of the most critical social cues.
As described in section 3.5, the IPD of the HMDs were fixed during the experiment. Previous work has indicated that IPD miscalibration may impact depth perception, although the strength of this effect is debated [5] . As our IPD settings were close to the mean and median human IPD of 63mm [13] , we expect any impact on the results to be minimal. In future work, however, we would encourage the precise calibration of IPD settings to ensure accurate depth perception of the target. It is worth noting that some HMDs do not allow the IPD to be set, and our results would reflect performance in these scenarios.
Additionally, while we believe the main difference between the two HMDs used in our experiment was resolution, there are potentially other factors that may have impacted our results. The design of the head strap, the underlying SDKs, lens calibration, etc., could have had an effect. Future studies may wish to artificially reduce the resolution of a single HMD to ensure consistency, although these results will not reflect the real-world performance of specific HMDs.
There is a tension between allowing users to view the scene with 6DoF, and ensuring consistency between participants. In our experiment, participants were allowed to lean, but told not to take any steps in any direction. Participants took advantage of the 6DoF tracking to varying degrees. We have not yet analysed the HMD tracking data. In future work, we intend to analyse the extent to which participant movement impacts task performance. As we used a repeated measures design, however, we do not believe that differing movement patterns between participants will impact our results. Future studies may wish to control this more strictly, for example by restricting the range of 6DoF movement to a small region, or limiting movement to 3DoF.
As described in section 5.2, there were times when the target obscured one of the VCA's eyes. Participants did not always lean to correct for this. In future studies, it would be better if the target shape or locations were designed to prevent this.
As described in section 3.3, a convergence mismatch exists in our experiment, as the targets using during filming were not the same distance from the actor as the virtual targets were from the VCA. Additionally, volumetric recordings can suffer from artefacts, and it is possible that small artefacts in the eyes could have impacted our results. These are limitations of the current generation of volumetric capture technologies. Further studies would need to be performed, using different volumetric reconstructions and actors, to ensure our findings are generalisable.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we explored the perception of eye-gaze direction of volumetrically captured avatars when viewed in a HMD. In a repeated measures experiment, 36 participants repeatedly rotated an avatar until they felt it was looking at a target. The avatar's gaze direction, the location of the target and the HMD were varied.
In contrast to expectation, the resolution of the HMD was not found to affect accuracy levels. The HMD was found to impact the CE, although this effect did not appear to be symmetric. We have not been able to account for this result. Results indicate the task became significantly harder as targets diverged from 0°, i.e. poorer accuracy was found for targets further away from the user. The gaze direction of the avatar was also found to impact accuracy, with larger AAs resulting in lower accuracy.
In contrast to real-world studies, eye-gaze direction was consistently misjudged based on target location, but not based on the avatar's head turn direction. The impact of target location may have been affected by the known phenomenon that users tend to underestimate distances in VR.
Eye gaze perception will likely play an important role in the adoption of volumetric capture as a medium for VR content creation and telecommunications. To this end, an understanding of the perception of VCAs' eye-gaze direction in VR displays is critical. Our results indicate that eye-gaze awareness in VR does not always parallel similar tasks in the real world, and further investigation may help explain the cognitive processes behind eye-gaze understanding.
